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In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto proposed a new distributed thinking based

on blockchain technology in "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System".

Many problems in the centralized currency financial system, such as:

1. The lack of trust in the OTC financial technology product market.

Provide transaction credit risk solutions for the existing OTC financial

technology product trading market through innovative technical means such

as the improved hybrid consensus algorithm DPOSA based on DPOS,

structured smart contracts, and distributed quotations, and achieve and

centralize in a decentralized manner. The exchange guarantee mechanism

is equivalent to the trust mechanism, while maintaining the rich variety and

personalized contract advantages of the OTC market.

2. Inefficiencies in the OTC FinTech product market. Effectively improve

the execution efficiency of the OTC fintech market in contract creation,

signing, trading, clearing and other links through mechanisms such as

structured smart contract architecture design, on-chain price

inquiry/quotation, and automatic execution of smart contract delivery and

clearing.

3. Liquidity constraints in the OTC fintech product market. Through the

design of structured smart contract architecture, the whole network nodes

are given the freedom and right to set up contract templates, and the

contract templates are eliminated in the market by transaction volume

indicators. At the same time, Utility-based Token is introduced as a platform

transaction medium, which breaks through the restrictions of currency types
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and physical regions and expands the scope of liquidity. Create a PuC

contract type to realize a high-liquidity trading model close to standardized

contract trading in a distributed manner.

In addition, also hopes to make innovations in the three dimensions of

contract types, underlying assets, and participation thresholds to address

the deficiencies of the traditional risk fintech market, so as to supplement

the existing market:

1. Support finer-grained contract types. Through the personalization of

transaction structure and the miniaturization of contract targets, the

problems of limited transaction varieties in the current market, excessively

long reaction chains and bifurcations, and lack of directly related targets

have been overcome, and the concreteness and accuracy of risk financial

technology have been improved.

2. Support anchoring new types of basic assets. Expand the underlying

assets anchored by existing financial technology transactions from the

financial market field to digital property rights/equity/debt assets in the new

technology field, global positive/negative events, macro data and new policy

regulations related to enterprises, and New areas such as personal-related

high-frequency life scenarios and unexpected disasters make fintech no

longer limited to traditional financial fields such as commodities, currencies,

stocks, and bonds.

3. Create inclusive financial technology tools among individuals. By

simplifying the transaction structure, innovating the asset target, lowering

the financial threshold and qualification threshold, we will provide the over-

the-counter financial technology products and services born between
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institutions to any individual investor who needs scientific risk management,

and create inclusive financial technology tools.

Finally, ACL hopes to provide new ideas and technical support for the

OTC fintech market in the two fields of self-discipline mechanism

construction and data supervision support by intelligently quantifying the

transaction ecology in the blockchain:

1. Improve self-discipline and self-governance mechanisms. Through

DPOSA consensus algorithm and smart contract technology, each user can

freely create contract templates and transaction contracts. Asset quotation

and result judgment are provided by the distributed Quote mechanism. The

entire network nodes participate in the transaction default arbitration. The

blockchain records the performance, default, quotation, inquiry, judgment,

arbitration and other behavior data of all participating entities on the

platform, and rewards actively participating network nodes to truly realize a

decentralized, autonomous and self-disciplined off-site Venture fintech

platform.

2. Improve the efficiency and quality of supervision. Based on the

blockchain, 7 × 24-hour transparent supervision of the entire network based

on smart contract addresses is implemented for transaction margins, and

smart contract technology is used to automatically execute transaction

settlement after the result is determined to avoid the risk of capital theft.

Provide various types of transaction data in the OTC market for the

supervisory authorities in real time. The supervisory authority does not need

to send audit requirements to the institutions one by one, and there is no

need to worry about the quality and authenticity of the reported data, which

effectively improves the supervision efficiency and quality of the OTC

market.
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As McLuhan said: "We create tools, and tools in turn shape us." ACL

hopes to create a trustworthy, low cost, fast settlement, The distributed

blockchain digital financial technology ecosystem with strong self-discipline,

easy supervision and wide application enables the risk management

significance of risk financial technology tools to be brought into full play. In

turn, more and more investors are aware of intelligent quantitative

transactions , its value and significance in the age of fintech.
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Entering the 21st century on Wall Street, financial technology products

have sprung up and flooded. The subprime mortgage crisis caused by the

excessive issuance of banknotes by the US government eventually led to

the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2008.

At this time, a man named Satoshi Nakamoto invented Bitcoin (BTC) in

order to protest the inflation caused by the excessive issuance of banknotes

by the government, and proposed the concept of blockchain for the first

time. Therefore, the "decentralization" idea of   Bitcoin caters to people's

needs for free wealth rights, and the blockchain in the 1.0 stage was born

for Bitcoin.

At this stage (from 2009 to the end of 2014), most blockchain

applications are mainly based on the Bitcoin network, or directly modify the

Bitcoin source code for implementation (that is, programmable currency).

The main application of blockchain technology is a decentralized digital

payment system. In May 2010, programmer Laszlo Hanyecz bought two

pizzas with 10,000 bitcoins and completed the first real bitcoin transaction.

The significance of blockchain 1.0 is to create blockchain technology

and implement digital currency, which solves the security and trust issues of

currency payment. However, the application of blockchain 1.0 is still very

narrow, it only satisfies the transaction and payment functions of digital

currency, and the transaction express is relatively slow, so the blockchain at
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this stage is difficult to be deeply rooted in the hearts of the people, thus

developing the blockchain 2.0 stage.

Blockchain 2.0 refers to smart contracts. The combination of smart

contracts and currency provides a wider range of application scenarios in

the financial field. In this stage (end of 2015-end of 2017), Ethereum (ETH)

is the most typical, and Ethereum is an open source public blockchain

platform with smart contract functions.

The biggest success of Ethereum is the addition of smart contracts on

the basis of the Bitcoin system, so that the application of the blockchain has

developed from the currency system to financial businesses such as stocks,

bonds, futures, loans, mortgages, property rights, insurance, etc., and the

transfer of various

The means of execution and anti-counterfeiting applications greatly

expand the application of blockchain technology.

As the infrastructure based on blockchain technology continues to

strengthen, and governments in various countries tend to have more

reasonable regulatory policies, the market

A more powerful species has emerged on the market - EOS, which is

positioned as an enterprise-level blockchain operating system.

Blockchain 3.0 is the core of the Internet of Value, which has surpassed

the application of currency (1.0) and financial scope (2.0). It is used to solve

the problem of mutual trust in all walks of life and the implementation and

realization of the technology of data transmission security.
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The application of blockchain technology to various industries such as

digital content, information traceability, gaming, e-sports, tourism, etc., has

gradually emerged as a programmable society at this stage.

Under the general trend of blockchain technology, Facebook released

Libra this year, and then China also announced the launch of DCEP.

Although there are many social dissents now, it also reflects the status of

the blockchain today.

As a representative of the 3.0 stage, EOS has paved a broader high-

speed road for the deep integration of blockchain and industry. Blockchain

3.0 is called a new generation of technological innovation after Internet

technology, which is enough to promote greater industrial reform. At the

same time, the blockchain application ecology led by EOS is also becoming

the hottest scene in the blockchain 3.0 era, and has received the attention

of the global digital economy industry.

Based on blockchain technology, it provides real-time data and

technical tools for the supervision and monitoring of the OTC financial

market, and provides algorithmic basis and technical support for the self-

discipline and autonomy mechanism of the OTC financial technology

product market. It has always been an important part of the transformation

from traditional finance to digital finance. Driving force, IPT has been

committed to building a technology-driven financial technology ecosystem

with risk management as the source since its inception.

A mature financial market should have four basic characteristics: huge

underlying assets, abundant financial technology products and tools, an
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effective regulatory system and self-discipline mechanism, and

communication with global liquidity, especially the second and third points. is

the most important feature, because risk control is the first proposition of

mature financial

With the continuous improvement of market maturity, the risk

awareness of more investors will be enhanced, and the demand for financial

technology product matching and scientific risk control will be stronger.

However, in terms of the current development status of the OTC risk fintech

market in China, there are three core issues that need to be resolved

urgently:
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With the continuous improvement of blockchain, intelligent AI technology,

big data and other technologies, these problems faced by traditional finance

are being explored by a group of pioneers and gradually resolved in the

following ways:

Create a DPOS-based hybrid consensus algorithm DPOSA consensus

algorithm, on the premise of ensuring the security and efficiency of OTC

financial technology product transactions, to ensure that the contract

information and transaction data on the chain cannot be tampered with, as

long as there is no

If more than 1/3 of the network nodes in the whole network cooperate to

act evilly, the system will not be forked, and the moral hazard of centralized

institutions will be avoided;

The traditional offline one-to-one paper contract signing mode in the

OTC financial technology product market is replaced by an on-chain smart

contract signing mode, using the technical characteristics of programmability

and automatic execution of smart contracts to eliminate the credit risk of

counterparty non-performance;
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ACL realizes a decentralized margin account system by introducing Utility

-based Token as the platform transaction medium and transaction margin.

After the margin is hosted at the public smart contract address on the

blockchain, when the smart contract expires, automatic delivery and clearing

are performed. . At the same time, the nodes of the whole network can

monitor it 7 × 24 hours without any manual intervention and black-box

operations. Compared with the traditional bank supervision account

measures, the transparency and efficiency of its fund supervision will be

comprehensively improved;

Replacing the traditional centralized basic asset price query and result

determination mechanism with a distributed Quote mechanism, and

introducing a similar equity management and redistribution mechanism in the

field of corporate governance to ensure that every IPT that provides price

query/result determination services can do their best As far as possible,

make quotations and results judgments objectively and fairly, and eliminate

the possibility of doing evil and manipulating results;

If one party to the transaction is dissatisfied with the judgment

result/basic asset price provided by the distributed Quote mechanism, it can

submit an Audit to IPT, which will be arbitrated by the nodes of the entire

network, providing platform users with further institutional guarantees on the

basis of the distributed Quote mechanism;
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Record transaction performance and breach of contract through the

blockchain, establish a lifetime credit file for platform users, ensure that the

data can be traced back to the source, cannot be tampered with and the

entire network is open and transparent, and provide credit for the entire

network inquiry/quotation stage of both parties to the transaction data

support;

Through the functional definition and interaction design of five types of

platform roles, including the contract template creator CoT Maker, the

contract trader Trader, the underlying asset quoter, the market maker Market

Maker, and the agent Delegate, a complete ecosystem is built, and in it

Design rules of autonomy and self-discipline, implement reward and

punishment measures through media, and promote the construction of

platform ecology and the improvement of self-discipline mechanism.

To sum up, through the innovation and optimization of seven dimensions

of distributed consensus, smart contracts, capital supervision, distributed

Quote mechanism, network-wide arbitration, credit record, and self-discipline

mechanism, the traditional financial era will fully decentralize, digitize, and

intelligently The era of transformation has come.
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Quantitative Trading is also known as automated trading, programmatic

trading, and algorithmic trading. It refers to an investment method that uses

computer technology to carry out programmatic transactions with the help

of advanced statistical methods and mathematical models. Quantitative

trading selects a variety of "high probability" events that can bring excess

returns from the huge historical data to formulate strategies, uses

mathematical models to verify and solidify these laws and strategies, and

then strictly implement the solidified strategies to guide investment to Seek

out excess returns that are sustainable, stable, and above-average returns.

Quantitative trading originated in the stock market in the 1970s, and

then developed and popularized rapidly, especially the rise of digital

currency, which led to quantitative trading gradually becoming the

mainstream. There are many kinds of quantitative trading, including cross-

platform moving, trend trading, financial technology arbitrage, triangle

arbitrage, intertemporal arbitrage, ETF rotation arbitrage, etc.

The traditional financial markets mentioned here are mainly the stock

market, funds, options, and futures markets. Stock transactions are mainly

manual transactions, but in the mature futures market in China, the
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proportion of quantitative automated transactions has exceeded 50%. In

stock index futures, high-frequency trading volume is very large, and high-

frequency trading is closely related to quantitative automation. Part of it is

achieved by quantitative automation. At present, my country's stock index

futures also have some high-frequency trading modes, but the proportion of

them is very low. With the increase of market participants and the

continuous increase of financial futures varieties, I believe that more and

more people will be familiar with and choose quantitative automatic trading.

The development prospect of trading in stock index futures is still very

optimistic.

Compared with quantitative trading in the traditional financial market,

since the digital currency market is 7*24 hours T+0 trading, domestic A

shares trade 4 hours a day, 20 hours a week, and other legal holidays.

It only takes one week to top the traditional financial market; secondly,

there are many exchanges (moving bricks between exchanges, moving

bricks between currency pairs), exchanges have no license restrictions, and

exchanges also actively provide opportunities for quantitative trading in

order to increase trading volume ; In addition, many strategies that are

poorly applied in the traditional financial market can be well used in the

digital currency market.
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If the development of blockchain has a visible end point, it must be to

build a financial technology ecosystem based on the application of

blockchain technology. With the continuous improvement of the three core

technologies of block chain, artificial intelligence and big data, the

ecological era of financial technology that integrates financial technology

and application has officially begun. As a new ecological model integrating

industry and finance, the core technology framework , Building a financial

technology ecosystem has become the forefront of the current

development of the blockchain field.

At present, there are two major scenarios where big data is relatively

mature in the financial field: precision marketing and big data risk control.

Precision marketing is based on behavioral data to predict user preferences

and interests, and then recommend appropriate financial products. The

logic of big data risk control lies in "the future is a repetition of the past",

that is, predicting the future with the behavior patterns and logic that have

occurred.

With the innovation of lifestyle, business marketing methods are also

being upgraded. In terms of big data marketing, consumers have changed

from passive consumption to prosumers (productive consumers).

Enterprises use service terminals, social groups, and big data to interact

with consumers, and consumers generate content.

According to a research report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, 83% of

financial institutions want to invest in big data, and they are eager to apply

big data technology to make marketing more accurate, risk identification
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more accurate, business decisions more targeted, and products more

attractive.

Blockchain: a powerful tool for supply chain finance

Supply chain finance is a typical "multi-centralized" solution. Since it is

a mode of capital circulation and financing around the supply chain system

of core enterprises, it naturally adapts to the top layer of "financial services

for the real economy". Architecture.

However, in recent years, a problem will be found in the operation of

supply chain finance: in the supply chain system, the core enterprise only

trades with the first-tier suppliers, and it is difficult for the fourth and fifth-

tier suppliers to obtain the credit of the core enterprise, that is, It is said that

value is only transmitted between "banks - core enterprises - first-tier

suppliers", and it is still difficult for other enterprises in the industrial chain

to carry out trade financing.

The blockchain itself cannot create credit, but what it can do is record

and transmit credit. As a distributed ledger technology, blockchain

establishes multiple supply chain systems around core enterprises, between

which credit and value are transferred.

and the lower edge, reducing the financing cost around core

enterprises.

Artificial Intelligence: Robo-advisors open up new blue oceans in

financial markets
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Some people say that AI is best applied to the financial industry,

because finance is one of the fields with the richest and most accurate

historical data. In 2019, AI intelligent quantitative trading opened a new blue

ocean of financial technology applications.

AI intelligent quantitative trading, also known as robo-advisor,

implements online wealth management services such as asset allocation

and investment management for investors by introducing model algorithms.

The domestic robo-advisory business will promote the inclusiveness of

investment and wealth management, change the pattern of the wealth

management market, and open up a new blue ocean for the financial

market, with huge potential for future market development.

As the disposable assets of investors in the global traditional investment

and digital currency investment fields continue to grow, a potential market

space for robo-advisors has been created. In 2021, the total assets will

reach 1,200 trillion yuan, and will maintain a growth rate of about 10% in

the next few years. It is expected to reach 2,800 trillion yuan in 2022.

The robo-advisor has low investment threshold and low cost, which can

meet the needs of the vast number of long-tail users, especially the young

people of the new generation, investors accustomed to online transactions,

and individual investors who need investment advice. In contrast, traditional

investment advisors not only have high requirements for initial investment

and high fees, but also usually only serve high-net-worth individuals.

The robo-advisor replaces the personal experience and judgment of

investment advisers with machine intelligent decision-making. Although it

reduces the personalization of financial management and the ability to deal

with systemic risks, it reduces the speculative psychology common to
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individual investors, making it possible to apply quantitative analysis

methods. Investment theory earns average returns and reduces investment

risk.
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The torrent of the digital economy era is rolling in, and the connection

between cryptocurrency assets and daily life has become closer. The

mining, trading, management and value-added of digital assets are also

becoming the hottest topic in the global digital economy. at this

In times of change, countless wealth opportunities are emerging.

In 2021, the founders launched Quantcademy - a quantitative finance

and systematic trading community of like-minded potential quantitative

experts and retail systematic traders.

ACL has overhauled and updated its vast database of articles and has

begun to quantify the world of finance with in-depth research notes and

reviews. Additionally, we have significantly refactored our QSTrader

backtesting software to integrate powerful portfolio and risk management

capabilities.

Throughout 2022, we will continue to release new systematic trading

ideas based on modern econometrics, machine learning and optimization

tools. In addition, we'll outline the latest career tips and guidance for

passing technical interviews at reputable quantitative firms.

Our expertise in investing across capital structures allows us to cultivate

a diverse portfolio of global investment strategies in four categories:

Quantitative Strategies, Web3.0, Funds, AI Learning Systems. We

emphasize an opportunistic, value-oriented and risk-controlled approach to

investing in these asset classes. IPT has $8.65 billion in assets under

management and is committed to investing in emerging technologies and
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artificial intelligence. ACL has been one of the most active companies in

encryption and AI since 2022. We have the ability to assess opportunities at

the intersection of gaming, infrastructure, web3 and open finance.

The AI Learning Research Department is one of the core components of

IPT, focusing on machine learning and self-evolution. Let the artificial

intelligence brain in the database center achieve leapfrog growth through

learning every year.

ACL At the same time, the Quantitative R&D Department, which is

composed of a Haval quantitative expert team, focuses on digital assets

and blockchain technology, and will officially invest in its research and

development results in 2021, multi-factor AI quantitative strategy. Its core

API technology is currently

Only a very small number of technical teams can master it. This

technology can be perfectly combined with AI to form a perfect AI

quantification technology.

In order to solve a series of problems faced by individual investors in

cryptocurrency investment: large income fluctuations, difficult technical

operations, and high investment thresholds. A new technology that

combines the quantitative intelligent iterative model with the neuron learning

algorithm in AI technology - AI intelligent quantitative trading algorithm was

born.

As a new technology based on blockchain and AI artificial intelligence

technology - AI intelligent quantitative algorithm can integrate the data

factors and encrypted derivative data generated by each node on the chain
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into a new transaction decision factor library. This provides the following

services:

ACL adheres to the core essence of blockchain and will provide users

with solutions for the storage and appreciation of digital assets. multiple

ACL provides multi-signature technical guarantee and two-step

authorization verification for digital asset management of different scales.

Users can choose to perform verification methods such as mobile phone

verification code and fingerprint during transfer transactions to ensure the

security of digital currency assets in an all-round way.

ACL will support multiple languages   in mainstream digital asset

markets such as English, Chinese, and Japanese, clearing language barriers

for building world-class wallet applications.

ACL provides users with simple, convenient and secure payment and

transaction services through its unique cross-border payment and micro-

payment network, as well as docking with various exchange APIs.

High-frequency automatic quantitative trading of risk-free digital assets
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ACL is based on the development of smart contracts and cross-chain

gateway technology and cross-smart contract technology to achieve risk-

free high-frequency automatic quantitative trading of digital assets. Users

conduct high-frequency automatic quantitative transactions of digital assets

through ACL, and the platform or other third parties create smart contracts

for transactions, and the smart contract mechanism monitors and executes

the transaction process, avoiding the default of all parties involved in the

high-frequency automatic quantitative transaction process. risk.

Through PB quantification, multi-factor currency selection, turtle trading,

cross-currency arbitrage, sector rotation, arbitrage analysis and statistics,

grid trading, high-frequency trading, double moving average and other

models, multi-level and multi-angle analysis of node data is carried out.

Probabilistic operations are used to conduct transactions, so as to achieve a

more secure, transparent, decentralized, and efficient arbitrage asset

management experience. With the popularity of decentralized finance in the

world, AI intelligent quantitative trading has also won the favor of many top

international investment institutions.

While giving full play to the three advantages of a full range of trading

varieties, an open financial community, and a wealth of financial

instruments, IPT also has deep institutional experience in managing third-

party capital in traditional and alternative asset classes, working with

institutional service providers and counterparties Strong relationships and

excellent connectivity across the blockchain and digital asset ecosystem.

ACL manages a diversified portfolio of primarily private investments in

the digital asset industry. Our venture capital portfolio invests in companies

with emerging structures and those building digital asset networks powered

and capitalized by tokens. Our investment objective is to identify, invest in
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and support defined categories of companies and networks that we expect

will grow the crypto economy and shape the adoption of the ecosystem.

The core strength of ACL in the ecosystem is the information and

connectivity generated by our primary investment activities. Our investment

focus areas often evolve with the digital asset space as ACL has a well-

established set of machine autonomy

learning system. A key differentiator of AI learning systems is our ability

to leverage AI’s broader operational business to identify opportunities and

current pain points in the digital asset space.

The most successful companies in the future will be those companies

that innovate in technology and abandon traditional thinking. We take a

similar approach in our relationships with our portfolio companies, engaging

with them regularly to maintain a deep understanding of the digital asset

ecosystem, gain access to an additional library of quantitative factors, and

continue to identify and target valuable AI trading systems.

In addition, make strategic investments in equity interests in companies

operating in similar or adjacent businesses to ACL, with an eye toward

strategic alignment of future business relationships and/or interests.

ACL has been researching the crypto market for 8 years, from the initial

creation of Bitcoin, to the rise of ETH, then the explosion of Dogecoin, and

the irreplaceability of NFTs. All determine that cryptocurrency will become a

new aristocrat in the future financial market. The strategy team, led by Reid

Bloom, agreed. Cryptocurrency, blockchain, Web3.0, and the metaverse will

eventually converge in one direction. That is artificial intelligence. As long as
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we embrace AI technology, ACL will be ahead of everyone in the future of

technology and encryption.

At the same time, in order to make up for the disadvantage of the

number of customers in the encryption field, ACL will cooperate with

Coinbase, the world's largest cryptocurrency exchange, to carry out broader

and deeper cooperation. AI quantitative trading will be one of the strategic

development projects of the two companies, striving to seize the AI  

quantitative trading market to grasp the right to formulate standards and

speak in the future of the digital financial ecosystem.
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High-frequency trading is a form of quantitative trading that is known

for its speed. It uses sophisticated computer technology and systems to

execute transactions at millisecond-level speeds and short-term positions

within the day.

Processing transaction data and algorithmic trading is an important

process of high-frequency trading. High-frequency trading analyzes

potential trading opportunities in the market by collecting and processing

market transaction data. Enter the order. High capital turnover rate and

intra-day trading are also characteristics of high-frequency trading. During

the trading process, funds enter and exit the market quickly, and orders can

be placed and withdrawn multiple times within one second. Funds flow at

high speed throughout the transaction process, improving market liquidity.

The so-called trend trading is that the price evolves in a trending

manner. We all know that the market has a trend, but we do not know

when the trend occurs. Through the continuous tracking of the price, we

use the method of paying the cost to keep trying to track the trend above

the intermediate level. When the trend occurs, the quantitative trading

system will follow the trend.
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trend. Trend trading revolves around trend theory, drawing trend lines

through trend theory, etc.

Trend theory means that once the market has formed a downward (or

upward) trend, it will move in the downward (or upward) direction.

According to the trend theory, there are three trends in the price movement

of digital currency, the most important of which is the basic trend of digital

currency, that is, the situation where the currency price rises or falls broadly

or comprehensively. For investors, a sustained rise in the underlying trend

creates a bull market, and a sustained decline creates a bear market. The

second trend of currency price movement is called the secondary trend of

currency price. Because the secondary trend is often in the opposite

direction to the basic trend and has a certain restraint on it, it is also called

the correction trend of the currency price. The third trend of currency price

movement is called short-term trend, which reflects how the currency price

changes within a few days. Corrective trends usually consist of 3 or more

short-term trends.

Among the three trends, long-term investors are most concerned about

the basic trend of currency prices. The purpose is to buy digital currency in

the long market as much as possible, and sell digital currency in time

before the formation of the short market. Speculators are more interested in

the corrective trend of currency prices. Their purpose is to make short-term

profits from it. Short-term trends are less important and subject to human

manipulation, making them inconvenient to be the object of trend analysis.
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Volume changes with the prevailing trend. Therefore, based on the

volume can also make a judgment on the main trend. Usually, in a bull

market, when the price rises, the volume increases; when the price falls, the

volume decreases. In a bear market, when prices slip, volume increases;

when prices rebound, volume decreases. Of course, there are sometimes

exceptions to this rule. Therefore, it is very difficult to draw correct

conclusions based only on the volume of several days, and can only be

drawn from the analysis of the entire transaction over a period of time. In

trend theory, in order to determine the trend of the market, the final

conclusive signal is only generated by the movement of the price. Yields are

only a guide to provide explanation in some doubtful cases.

A session appears in one or both indices for two or three weeks,

sometimes for months, with prices moving only about 5% away. This shape

shows that the forces of buying and selling are balanced. Of course, one of

the last cases is that supply at this price level is exhausted, and those who

want to buy must raise the price to induce sellers to sell. Another scenario

is that people who would have liked to sell at the board level find that

buying sentiment has weakened, and as a result they have to cut prices to

deal with their digital currency. Therefore, the price break above the upper

limit of the game is a sign of a bull market. On the contrary, the price falls

to the lower limit of the breakout, which is a sign of a bear market.

Generally speaking, the longer the game is, the narrower the price is, and

the easier it is to break through in the end. Markets often develop into
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important tops and bottoms, representing stages of shipments and

purchases, respectively, but they more often occur during the rest and

consolidation stages of major trends. In this case, they replace the formal

secondary volatility. It is quite possible that one index is forming a set, while

another is developing into a typical secondary trend. After breaking out of

the game up or down, it sometimes continues to stay in the same direction

for a longer period of time.

The main trend will still have an impact before the reversal trend

appears, and it will not reverse immediately. Of course, before the reversal

signal appears, change your attitude towards the market in advance, just

like running out of the race before the signal is issued. This rule also does

not imply that one should delay his actions for a while after the trend

reversal signal has become clear. Don't buy (or sell) before maturity.

Naturally, the main trend of currency price changes is constantly changing.

A bull market doesn't last forever, a bear market always bottoms out one

day. When a new major trend is first determined by the two indices,

regardless of short-term fluctuations, the trend will continue for the most

part, but it is less likely that the trend will continue in the future. This rule

tells people that a reversal of an old trend may occur at any time after a

new trend is confirmed, and as an investor, once an order is placed, one

must always pay attention to the market.

The so-called trend line is a line drawn according to the trend of the

currency price moving up and down. The purpose of drawing the trend line
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is to find the appropriate selling and buying points according to its context.

Trend lines can be divided into ascending trend lines, descending trend

lines and horizontal trend lines. When the currency price is rising, in addition

to drawing a straight line connecting the low point of the currency price

fluctuation, it should also draw a straight line connecting the high point of

the currency price fluctuation, so the currency price fluctuates up and down

within these two straight lines, which is an upward trend. track. When the

currency price is falling, in addition to drawing a straight line connecting the

high point of the currency price fluctuation, a straight line should also be

drawn at the low point of the currency price fluctuation. The currency price

fluctuates up and down within these two straight lines, which is the

downtrend track. The currency price can form a horizontal box-shaped

trend line when it is horizontally arranged.

Whether in an uptrend or downtrend, when the price of the currency

touches the upper pressure line, it is the time to sell; when the price of the

currency touches the lower support line, it is the time to buy.

When the currency price is rising, the peak of one wave is higher than

the previous one, and the trough of one wave is higher than the previous

one; while in the falling market, the peak of one wave is lower than the

previous one, and the trough of one wave is higher than the previous one.

will be lower than the previous trough. In an uptrend track, if the currency

price cannot reach the upper pressure line, it means that the rally has

weakened.
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There are two categories - weight quantization and weight activation

quantization - according to the parameters that need to be quantized.

Weight quantization, that is, only the weights in the network need to be

quantized. Since the weights of the network are generally saved, we can

obtain the corresponding quantization parameters S and Z according to the

weights in advance. Since only the weights are quantized, this quantization

method is not very compressive.

Weight activation quantization, that is, quantizing not only the weights in

the network, but also the activation values. Since the range of the activation

layer is usually not easy to obtain in advance, it needs to be calculated in

the process of network inference or roughly predicted according to the

model.

During the algorithm development process, ACL is looking into creating

a sandbox like the apollo intelligence platform, which will drive talented

algorithm developers and data scientists to utilize our tool platform. Our

vision is to provide a repository-based pool of coded block algorithms,

allowing many people to join the algorithm community, and to provide users

of IPT with a self-learning apollo sandbox to test distributed apollo

algorithms to develop an IPT intelligence platform. In the process of

realizing this vision, we must complete the early development work.

Running in IPT through scalable blockchain technology and providing
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advanced high-frequency automated quantitative trading protocols to

communicate between high-frequency automated quantitative trading and

exchanges, we will push this idea to run and thrive in the future , and will

enable all ACL users to share research on all algorithms.

The weighted average total score (a) will be listed in the list. Developers

will be rewarded over a period of time (t) based on rating consistency (屮).

The result is an advantage of rewards that can put value on apollo bots. To

make these algorithms available to apollo developers, sellable parties must

use more than 30% of WOR on published or pre-release IPT strategies, or

use an equivalent amount of WOR, and rank by the score given by w. The

proof-of-work process will be performed in the IOTA network with a

registration ID. In this way, the network will provide credit to the original

developers and the progress of the iterations with complete transparency.

When a strategy aligns with a given ranking, the constant w will

become larger and the probability of success in a single market will

increase, and this scale will increase, allowing others to influence the

strategy. By allowing on the fairway

Share knowledge and bring consent systems to the web. The consent

system allows many different technical indicators for market analysis by

member investors, technical indicators. The "technical analysis" of trading is

extensive. Most of them are outside our scope, so we will only present

three simple technical indicators, each focusing on a different task. The

concept of a trend can be an important concept in technical analysis. The
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meaning of finance is not quite the same as the general definition of the

term. A trend is really nothing more than a general direction of security or

market direction.

The Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Oscillator (MACD) is one

of the simple and effective momentum indicators. The MACD converts two

trend following indicators into a Momentum Oscillator by subtracting the

longer moving average from the shorter moving average, moving the

moving averages to the Momentum Oscillator.

Quantitative indicators Market momentum is a measure of overall

market sentiment and can support buying and selling of market trends.

There are several market factors and indicators that can help investors

follow market momentum.

Method A: Current High Low Current Low Method B: Current High Low

Previous Close (Absolute) Method C: Current Low Previous Close. We will

be able to develop pricing models based on the impact of pointers and

produce better results from deep neural networks.

PyTorch provides three methods for quantizing models, including post-

training dynamic quantization, post-training static quantization, and training-

time quantization.

Dynamic quantization after training. This is the simplest form of

quantization, where weights are quantized in advance, and activations are
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dynamically quantized during inference. This approach is used when model

execution time is dominated by loading weights from memory rather than

computing matrix multiplications, which is suitable for LSTM and

Transformer types with smaller batch sizes. Applying dynamic quantization

to the entire model only needs to call the

torch.quantization.quantize_dynamic() function once to complete the

specific details, please refer to this quantization tutorial.

Static quantization after training. This is the most commonly used form

of quantization, where the weights are quantized ahead of time, and the

scale factors and biases of the activation tensors are precomputed based

on observing the behavior of the model during calibration. CNNs are a

typical use case, and post-training quantization is usually done where both

memory bandwidth and computational savings are important. The general

procedure for post-training quantization is as follows:

Step 1 - Prepare the model: specify where to explicitly quantize and

dequantize activation values   by adding the QuantStub and

DeQuantStub modules; ensure that the modules are not reused; convert any

operations that require requantization to the module's mode;

Step 2 - Fusion of combined operations such as conv + relu or conv +

batchnorm + relu to improve model accuracy and performance;
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Step 3 - Specify the configuration of the quantization method, such as

choosing symmetric or asymmetric quantization and MinMax or L2Norm

calibration techniques;

Step 4 - Insert torch.quantization.prepare() module to observe

activation tensors during calibration; Step 5 - Perform calibration operation

on model using calibration dataset;

Step 6 - Use the torch.quantization.convert() module to convert the

model, which includes calculating and storing the scale and bias values  

to be used for each activation tensor, and replacing the quantization

implementation of key operators, etc.

Quantize at training time. In rare cases where post-training quantization

does not provide sufficient accuracy, the torch.quantization.FakeQuantize()

module can be inserted to perform training-time quantization. The

calculation will be done in FP32, but the values   are rounded and

rounded to simulate the quantization effect of INT8. The specific

quantification steps are as follows:

Step 1 - Prepare the model: specify where to explicitly quantize and

dequantize activation values   by adding the QuantStub and

DeQuantStub modules; ensure that the modules are not reused; convert any

operations that require requantization to the module's mode;
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Step 2 - Fusion of combined operations such as conv + relu or conv +

batchnorm + relu to improve model accuracy and performance;

Step 3 - Specify the configuration of the pseudo-quantization method,

such as choosing symmetric or asymmetric quantization and MinMax or

L2Norm calibration techniques;

Step 4 - Insert torch.quantization.prepare_qat() module, which is used

for simulated quantization during training;

Step 5 - Train or fine-tune the model;

Step 6 - Use the torch.quantization.convert() module to convert the

model, which includes calculating and storing the scale and bias values to

be used for each activation tensor, and replacing the quantization

implementation of key operators, etc.

If you are currently taking a long position and the profit is out, you will

automatically take a long position. If you are trapped, you will take a

backhand and take a short position. After the short position is profitable,

you will continue to take a short position until you can’t add more

positions, and you will start to take a long position with your backhand, and

so on. cycle. As long as the last time it was profitable, it will keep the last

opening direction, and the strategy will automatically calculate the size of

the amount that needs to be added and the new value of the target profit

point.
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The above picture is the core code of the strategy, and there are

detailed comments in the code. It is also performed according to the

Martingale strategy theory for position adjustment and backhand operations.

The homeostasis strategy was first proposed by Warren Buffett's

mentor, Benjamin Graham, in his book The Intelligent Investor. It describes a

trading model of dynamic balance of stocks and bonds. This trading model

is very simple:
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1. 50% of the funds in the hands, A and B, each share half of the two

targets.

2. Carry out an asset rebalancing according to a fixed interval or market

changes, and the ratio of A and B assets is restored to the initial 1:1. This is

the entire logic of the entire strategy.

ACL Taking stocks and bonds in traditional investment as an example,

using dynamic balance the strategy includes when to buy and sell, and how

much to buy and sell. In this method, the volatility of bond funds is actually

very small, much lower than the volatility of stocks, so bonds are used as

"reference anchors" here, that is, bonds are used to measure whether

stocks have risen too much, Still too little. If the stock price rises, the

market value of the stock will be greater than the market value of the bond.

When the market value ratio of the two exceeds the set threshold, the total

position will be readjusted, the stock will be sold, and the bond will be

bought to make the stock-bond market value ratio. Back to the original 1:1.

Conversely, a fall in stock prices will make the market value of stocks

smaller than the market value of bonds. When the market value ratio of the

two exceeds the set threshold, the total position will be readjusted, stocks

will be bought, and bonds will be sold to make the market value ratio of

stocks and bonds higher. Back to the original 1:1. In this way, balancing the

ratio between stocks and bonds is enough to enjoy the fruits of stock

growth and reduce asset volatility. As a pioneer in value investing, Graham

gave us a great idea.
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This method is still effective in the field of digital asset AI intelligent

quantitative trading. It is only necessary to select two currencies or targets

with large differences in risk coefficients for corresponding configuration,

and then through the dynamic balance algorithm, it can be largely regulated.
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In order to use AI intelligent quantitative trading as a channel, more

application scenarios will be integrated into the financial ACL ecosystem in

the future

Since its inception, ACL has followed the following core technology

framework as shown in the figure:

Most of the blockchain scene applications in the industry are developed

on the basis of a well-known open source blockchain project. The

advantages of this development model are obvious: 1. No need to touch the

underlying development of the blockchain, lowering the technical threshold ;
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2. It can greatly improve the development efficiency; 3. You can enjoy the

technical iteration of open source projects. However, it is currently difficult

to find an existing open source project in the market that can perfectly

meet the characteristic needs of OTC risk fintech businesses.

According to the characteristics and requirements of risk financial

technology business, ACL has carried out hierarchical and differentiated

design on the basis of existing smart contracts: Hierarchical design (main

contract framework Main Contract, contract template Contract Template,

contract Contract) also meets the platform main The unified requirements

of the agreement framework, the freedom of contract template creation,

and the personalized customization of contract transaction elements. At the

same time, the contract structure under the inheritance model can

effectively improve the efficiency of contract creation, matching, signing,

execution and other links, reducing Repeated workload; Differentiated

design refers to the design mode that divides the contract into Private

Contract (PrC) and Public Contract (PuC), which ensures that the platform

can meet the requirements of the 1-to-1 transaction mode for direct and

direct personalized contracts. The established requirements can also meet

the requirements for contract liquidity and market maker services under the

N-to-N trading model. At the same time, the life cycle and transaction
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process of the two types of contracts have also been adjusted accordingly

to suit the different business needs of the two transaction modes.

ACL defines the functions of five types of roles, including the contract

template creator CoT Maker, the contract trader Trader, the underlying

asset quoter IPT, the market maker Market Maker, and the agent Delegate.

Based on the services provided by the platform, the corresponding payment

and charging standards, the motivation mechanism for participating in

platform affairs, and the interaction and transaction process between the

five types of roles, the system plans the ecosystem of the entire platform.

As a distributed risk financial technology blockchain, IPT needs to

support price inquiry services for various basic assets, the so-called Quote

service. Each network node can apply to become a basic asset quoter IPT,

through

After QNS certification (Quote Name Service, which mainly verifies the

interface address and service name of the basic asset price query service

provided), it officially becomes an IMC. Each ACL needs to pay a certain

fee to enter one or more basic asset quotation organizations Quote

Corporation (referred to as QC) before starting to provide external quotation

services. Each IMC holds a certain percentage of QC shares and distributes

dividends based on the shares. QC will perform a consensus operation
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based on the SVD algorithm on the quotation matrix (n IMCs quote m basic

assets) in each fixed time period to achieve a decentralized Quote

mechanism and effectively control the possibility of doing evil and operating

the market . When submitting the price result obtained by the consensus

algorithm operation, a certain proportion of QC will be redistributed

according to the calculated influence weight of each ACL

Shares to encourage every ACL to do its best to maintain high-

frequency and high-quality quotation services to avoid the loss of its own

rights. Not only that, the QC governance mechanism that simulates the

company's equity system can effectively avoid the risk of exit scam, and

can also provide a performance reward and punishment tool for ACL.

ACL users with sufficient technical skills can create their own contract

templates. One or more types of underlying asset targets need to be

anchored in the contract template. To choose to design a transaction

structure based on the traditional or innovative design, one or more

contracts must be specified. Quote Corporation of the anchored underlying

asset quote service. The creator of the contract template needs to pay a

certain deposit to prevent it from maliciously creating a large number of

inferior templates and destroying the order and ecology of the platform. On

the other hand, the creator can continue to get a share from the transaction

fee brought by the contract generated by the contract template.
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For users who need to directly conclude a personalized contract in a 1-

to-1 transaction mode, PrC contract service is provided. In the PrC contract

generated by the corresponding contract template, it is necessary to

specify the delivery time, delivery price, margin ratio, transaction unit,

contract pricing, buying and selling direction and other specific transaction

elements, and at the same time use the entire network on the chain to

inquire/quote, intelligent

Technical features such as automatic contract delivery improve the

overall operational efficiency of PrC contract matching, signing, execution

and other business links.

For users who need to buy and sell standardized contracts in an N-to-N

transaction mode similar to a centralized mode, the IMC platform provides

PuC contract services, and the delivery time, delivery price, margin ratio,

and transaction unit are specified in the specific PuC contract generated by

the corresponding contract template. , contract pricing and other specific

transaction elements, and at the same time designate a market maker to

provide market making services for the contract. By default, the creator of

PuC acts as the market maker.
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The market maker designated by the PuC contract provides market

making services for the PuC contract and earns the bid-ask spread. At the

same time, market makers need to pay liquidity margins to provide liquidity

support for contract transactions.

With Quote Corporation as the carrier, all contract templates on the

platform are provided with quotation services for anchoring the underlying

assets, and a certain quotation service fee is charged for this. All IPTs

within a Quote Corporation will receive a corresponding fee share based on

the proportion of shares they hold in the Quote Corporation. Quotation

services can be continuous or discrete. Continuous quotations will be

introduced separately later.

For some PuC contracts, the designed transaction structure and

anchored underlying assets may require continuous underlying asset price

query service support, and transactions in this mode must have timely

warning services before margin account liquidation. The liquidation early

warning service will be introduced separately later
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In order to provide a better user experience, ACL will simultaneously

launch wallets and light wallets for PC, Web, and mobile terminals to meet

the balanced needs of different users in different dimensions such as

security, convenience, and efficiency. Among them, the light client only

downloads the block header instead of the entire block when the

blockchain is synchronized, but it can provide secure block access, allowing

users to easily create contract templates, PrC contracts, PuC contracts, and

participate in trading platforms. all contracts on .

The entire ACL ecosystem is based on the ACL blockchain and three

core components: ContractStructure, a smart contract architecture that

provides overall support for contract creation, trading, and clearing, and a

distributed quotation that solves the problem of distributed quotation/result

judgment. Mechanism Quote Scheme, functions of various platform roles,

interaction relationship and dynamic mechanism definition. Based on the

underlying blockchain and core components, the contract template creator

CoT Maker creates a free contract template on the basis of the main

agreement, Main Contract, to determine the anchored basic assets, the

transaction structure adopted, and the quotation service provider. Quote

Corporation; Contract Trader performs atomic operations such as creation,

broadcasting, and trading of specific contracts based on different contract

templates.

Quote Corporation, which is composed of basic asset quoters IPT,

provides consensus quotation services for a certain type of basic assets

based on the distributed Quote mechanism, providing a basis for the
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determination of the performance conditions of smart contracts; Market

Maker Market Maker provides market making for PuC-type contracts

Business services; Delegate, an agent elected by the DPOSA consensus

algorithm, takes turns to generate blocks to record all transactions that

occur in the IPT ecosystem. Various roles in the ecosystem perform their

own duties, each has its own profit motive and business/transaction object,

mutual benefit, self-discipline, and jointly promote the healthy development

of the ACL ecosystem.

Blockchain-based smart contracts include transaction processing and

preservation mechanisms, as well as a complete state machine for

accepting and processing various smart contracts, and transaction

preservation and state processing are completed on the blockchain.

Transactions mainly contain data to be sent, and events are descriptions of

these data. After the transaction and event information is passed into the

smart contract, the resource status in the contract resource set will be

updated, which in turn triggers the smart contract to perform state machine

judgment. If the trigger condition of one or several actions in the automatic

state machine is satisfied, the state machine will select the contract action

to execute automatically according to the preset information.

According to the trigger conditions contained in the event description

information, the smart contract system automatically sends out preset data

resources and events including the trigger conditions from the smart
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contract when the trigger conditions are met; the core of the entire smart

contract system is that the smart contract uses transactions and The way

of the event is processed by the smart contract module, and it is still a set

of transactions and events. The smart contract is constructed and executed:

multiple users participate in the formulation of a smart contract; the

contract is spread through the P2P network and stored in the blockchain;

blockchain The constructed smart contract executes automatically.

The account of the platform adopts the public and private key

generation algorithm based on the ECC elliptic curve cryptographic

mechanism. Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) was proposed by Koblitz N

and Miller V in 1985, and its security is based on the difficulty of solving the

elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. , ECC's security strength is much

higher than RSA system and other cryptographic mechanisms, because

ECC has very important theoretical research value and broad practical

application prospects in the field of network information security. On the

other hand, in the case of equivalent security, the key length used by ECC

is more, which means that the requirements for bandwidth and storage

space are relatively small.
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small, and so far no sub-exponential time algorithms for elliptic curves

have emerged. Therefore, ECC will be the most important mainstream

public and private key encryption technology in the future.

The security of the elliptic curve cryptographic mechanism depends on

the intractability of the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)

on the elliptic curve. The attack on the elliptic curve cryptographic

mechanism can also be attributed to the attack on ECDLP. The attack on

ECDLP is similar to the attack on the discrete logarithm problem on the

multiplicative group of finite fields, but the attack method cannot effectively

transplant ECDLP. Attacks on ECDLP are mainly divided into two categories:

one is the attack on the discrete logarithm problem of all curves; the other

is the attack on the discrete logarithm of special curves. In the platform

public-private key system, the private key is the only certificate held by the

account, the private key can generate the public key, and the public key

can generate the address. This process is a one-way, irreversible process.

Therefore, the account information cannot be brute force cracked externally.

The IPT platform also uses digital signatures as one of the important

means to ensure user identity and anti-counterfeiting in the process of

blockchain transactions, block verification, and block chaining. The digital

signature of the application platform adopts the Schnorr digital signature

algorithm.

The Schnorr digital signature algorithm is based on the discrete

logarithm difficulty problem and can be extended to the Schnorr signature
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algorithm on elliptic curves. And only a single verification process is

required.

Therefore, compared with the ECSDA digital signature method, Schnorr

has shorter signatures, stronger security, and faster signature/verification

time, so the network transmission traffic and storage space requirements

will be greatly reduced.

Consensus mechanism, that is, "an algorithm for blockchain things to

achieve distributed consensus". At present, the widely used consensus

algorithms mainly include "POW (Proof of Work)", "POS (Proof of Equity),

and "DPOS (Delegated Proof of Stake)"; among them, the "DPOS

mechanism" is the most concerned.

While the DPOS mechanism solves the POW and POS problems, it also

uses a decentralized democratic method to offset the

The effects of mindfulness. In layman's terms, the DPOS mechanism is

the "enterprise board system". anytime

Inside, when the ranking of the proxy account is in the top 7, it can

become a "trustee", and the proxy account can participate in the system's

block generation. Since the "trustee" can obtain a certain amount of block

revenue when participating in the system's block production, the "trustee"
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will work hard to maintain the healthy development of the system, thereby

increasing the value of the revenue.

This solves a major problem in the POW mechanism, that is, in the

Bitcoin system, users who hold Bitcoin have no voting rights for the system

and cannot control whether the system is in a healthy development. Once a

miner or "trustee" makes a decision that is unfavorable to the system, the

holder has no choice but to leave. The DPOS mechanism completely avoids

this risk.

The holder has certain voting rights over the "trustee", when the

bookkeeper tries to do any unfavorable operation to the system

can be removed from the trustee position by a voter at any time.

Another huge advantage of DPOS is that it can control the number of

"trustees" and take turns to record

It can build a highly efficient blockchain system through a better

software and hardware environment, reducing the time cost of having to

wait for a considerable number of untrusted nodes to verify the transaction

before it can be confirmed. Ideally, hundreds of thousands of transactions

per second can be achieved.

There are five types of functional roles on the ACL platform. The

definitions of their functions, motivations and interactions are as follows:

Contract Template Creator CoT Maker
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All users can create their own contract templates, and the underlying

assets and transaction structures in the contract templates can be freely

customized; it is necessary to specify a Quote Corporation that provides

price quotation services for the underlying assets anchored by the contract;

The larger the number of contracts and the total transaction volume

generated by the board, the higher the income of CoT Maker. On the

contrary, the smaller the transaction volume, or even zero, the more likely

the contract template will be eliminated by the market. CoT Maker will have

a strong incentive to set up contract templates with high popularity and

active trading volume to obtain better transaction fee sharing; CoT Maker

needs to pay a certain margin when creating contract templates to prevent

bad actors from creating a large number of inferior contracts Template,

destroying the platform ecology.

.

ACL All users can apply to become an IMC; only after passing the QNS

certification can they officially provide a certain type of consensus price

results obtained through the SVD consensus algorithm, and submit them to

the corresponding smart contract for performance condition determination.

And charge a certain quotation service fee; IMC obtains a

corresponding proportion of quotation service fee according to the shares it

holds in Quote Corporation; IMC shares will change dynamically during the
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period of Quote Corporation, and the only basis for the change is the

frequency and quality of quotation services provided by IMC ; IMC may sell

shares back to Quote when it opts out of a Quote Corporation

Corporation, Quote Corporation pays total capital × IMC corresponding

to the proportion of shares.

Provide market maker services for a PuC contract, and pay a certain

liquidity margin, the balance is not

It is necessary to make up the position in time when it is full; the Bid-

Ask bid-ask spread is earned in the market-making transaction, and the

spread level is set by itself; by default, the creator of the PuC contract acts

as the market maker of the contract.

By using many existing mature technologies and adopting an incentive

mechanism to allow participants to actively contribute the processing power

of their own machines to build a user registration network, and to give

active contributors the privilege of sending advertisements to the entire

network to achieve the purpose of incentives, of course, this kind of mass

message There will be limited numbers.

Centerless but secure user registration is achieved through the

blockchain mechanism, the same mechanism has been applied in Bitcoin
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It can be used without the authorization of the center, which can avoid

the problem of double payment. The blockchain ensures that there will be

no duplicate registered users, and new registered users must be confirmed

by multiple blocks before it takes effect, that is, notarization. Each block is

defined as:

H (Blocki) provides proof-of-Work workload proof, which proves that

the user has indeed found the Nonce value that satisfies the condition

through the method of brute force solution in the Noncei space, and at the

same time, it also avoids accidental hash collision through verification. The

difficulty of solving is determined by the Difficulty value. Like the Bitcoin

network, the average number of blocks generated per hour is automatically

set by the system.

When a new user j registers with the network, UserRegj must be

broadcast. After other nodes receive the broadcast message, they must

perform the workload proof of H (UserRegj),   which prevents denial of

service attacks through false registration. This kind of workload is much

smaller than that of the blockchain, and the solution to the problem can

typically be obtained in a few minutes of computation.

The blockchain provides a mapping from the username Usernamej to

the user's public key PUBKj, a publicly queryable dictionary.
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The second network is a P2P overlay similar to Kademlia, which is

mainly used for resource storage and content search, and also for direct

delivery of notifications between users.

Using the user's ID as the network node identifier seems to be a good

choice, but this leads to the exposure of the user's identity and location,

which undermines the privacy of the system. Therefore, hashing the IP

address and port number of the node is used to identify the node as the

name of the node in the DHT network, which can also avoid Sybil attacks:

The packets sent from IDsrc to IDdst in the DHT network are defined as

follows:

The payload is signed by user IDj, which may be a different user than

IDsrc when the packet is retransmitted/refreshed.

These functions constitute the third layer function of the DHT overlay

network conceptual model, and the upper layer is the "application layer",

which provides data storage primitives PUT and GET. PUT is defined as

follows:

Before accepting a storage request, the destination node needs to

check the following rules:

IDdst= H (target): Make sure that the destination address is calculated

correctly; IDdst is the neighbor of the IDnode that actually received the

request;

IDj = H (owner) : check when restype is "single";
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seq is greater than the stored old value seqold, also checked when

restype is "single"; time is a valid time (ie should not be a future time value).

restype defines the resource type, there are two possible values  

"single" and "multi", single represents a resource that can only be updated

by the owner of the key; multi represents responses from different users

(such as all replies to a post). For the single type, the node stores only a

single value, and for the multi type, a new PUT request will append the

value to the list. Expiration time can be set for both types of storage. After

the set time is exceeded, the corresponding storage will be deleted from

the system, thereby automatically clearing the expired data.

The data retrieval primitive GET can also operate on two types of

storage resources, the other related to dynamic content.

Non-storage resources can also implement similar access operations,

thus sharing the same API interface.

IDUserPost_jk is the address of the target storage node in the second

DHT network, which provides the retrieval capability of arbitrary content.

IDswarm_j is the gateway address of the torrent swarm group related to the

content of user Usernamej in the third network, this torrent contains all the

content of the given user j, and provides fast content distribution and

sharing based on the BitTorrent protocol independently of the second DHT

network. The neighbor nodes of IDswarm_j need to join the swarm cluster

of user j to help the storage and distribution of content, provide data
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reliability and better data distribution performance; similarly, the neighbor

nodes of IDUserPost_jk also need to store the same value stored by

IDUserPost_jk.

The Swarm group mechanism solves the problem of fast and efficient

notification and distribution of new content, so that users' followers do not

have to poll the DHT network address all the time to determine whether

new content is generated.

The operation of user posting content can also be used for direct

message delivery, provided that the recipient of the message is a follower

of user k.

A DM is no different from an ordinary post except for its content (now

[PUBKl(DMk), H(DMk)]). The DM can only be received by the user l who

has successfully decrypted it. Although other followers can also receive the

message, they cannot decrypt the message and cannot perceive who the

final recipient of the message is. The encryption adopts the algorithm based

on ECIS elliptic curve encryption.

Online neighbor nodes within a certain distance from IDswarm_j in the

hash space need to join the corresponding Swarm group;

When IDswarm_j's neighbors receive new content from the DHT

network, it must work as
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A gateway to the BitTorrent network that consolidates content into file-

like archive structures;

BitTorrent tracker is a read-only multi-valued list store, and its hash

address is calculated as follows:

Followers of user j should join the corresponding swarm group to

receive real-time updates of the content. For this purpose, query

IDtracker_j through the GET primitive to obtain the address of the initial

Peer;

IDtracker_j is different from other stored values   because it is read-

only, which prevents tracker attacks, including the privacy of swarm

members. The list of IP addresses is obtained through the swarm protocol,

which requires the online neighbor nodes of IDtracker_j to join the swarm

group;

Swarm members can only know each other by IP address, BitTorrent

does not provide any information about username;

The hash of all user content is not required, because the content

(including DMs) has been signed and can be used to verify the integrity of

the content;

The k value added when new content is generated is broadcast directly

in the Swarm group by flooding;

The members of the Swarm group exchange the list of content they

own, and members can choose to save or request only the latest content;

The seed node is the node selected to archive the content;
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The content publisher (user j) can choose not to be a member of the

corresponding swarm group (protect privacy, hide IP address);

If the publisher chooses to become a swarm group member, it can not

follow the IDswarm_j gateway mechanism, of course, this will expose its

own IP address;

Even if the publisher becomes a swarm member, it can not act as a

seed node;

The generation rate of new blocks will affect the speed of user posting.

If a new block is generated every 10 minutes, on average, a maximum of

288 pieces of content can be published per day.

If the new content mentions user j, the client must also send a

notification to IDj, including the full message content, and the notification is

routed through the DHT network.

The mention mechanism is the only function in the system that needs to

be addressed with user IDj instead of IDnodej, which has the potential to

expose users' private information. An alternative implementation

mechanism is as follows:

The username is hidden by hashing, and a new address is calculated to

receive and accumulate all mentions. The neighbor nodes of IDmention_j

will also participate in the storage of mentions, providing maximum

reliability and storage performance. A downside of this approach is that the
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user needs to poll the address periodically to see if any new mentions have

been received.

The mentioning mechanism requires the cooperation of the client, and if

it does not send notification messages to the network, the user will not be

aware that he has been mentioned at all.

User l can explicitly request a specific message from user j without

joining the Swarm group. This is achieved by directly retrieving the

corresponding content from the address IDUserPost_jk of the second DHT

network, supporting the "message traceback" function.

Downward message tracing (such as reply/RT for querying specific

content) is relatively difficult to solve. A possible solution is to send a

notification to a certain storage address of a multi-valued list

The stored value is a copy of all replies, and this mechanism also

requires the cooperation of the client to work.

hashtag

This is similar to the downward message tracing mechanism, the

difference is: the hash tag will create a new swarm group, and the

neighbors of IDhashtagt must also join this virtual swarm, which is called

virtual because the swarm group does not share any file content, Only used
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to implement broadcast functionality for users who want to monitor this

hashtag.

Searching for arbitrary occurrences can be achieved by extending the

hash tag implementation to build a similar mechanism for occurrences. In

order to reduce overhead and network transmission, corresponding

restrictions must be added, such as limiting the content size, excluding

prepositions, etc. In addition, uniformly storing content containing the same

content to a temporary multi-valued list address can significantly reduce

storage overhead and system implementation complexity. The address

calculation is as follows:

ACL content provides security, scalability and privacy features as

follows:

The architecture itself provides elastic expansion, and no single

company, government or organization can shut it down;

The distributed user registration mechanism is as secure as Bitcoin

transactions, providing decentralized content authentication;

In order to choose their favorite username, users are more active in

registering in advance;

Adopt the usual user naming method, abandon the long encrypted hash,

and make the user have a better experience;
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The public key substitution mechanism allows users to change their

own key pairs when security is compromised;

Has key features of other blogging systems, including username lookup,

message tracking, mentions, encrypted messages, hashtags, and content

search;

Realize the function of sending notifications and requesting resources

to specific users through DHT routing, regardless of whether he is online or

not;

The architecture provides incentives so that participating nodes have

the opportunity to obtain the privilege of sending broadcast messages;

User exposed content and hashtags can be accessed through a read-

only web interface, which does not compromise the security of the system

wholeness;

For resource-constrained clients, optimizations can be made, for

example, instead of storing the entire blockchain, only block hashes. In

order to search for a specific user, they can ask the network which block

contains the user's registration, the client only needs to download the

desired block without compromising security, and the integrity of the data

can be verified through a partial branch of the Merkle tree.
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The basic asset quotation service provided by IPT is divided into

discrete quotation and continuous quotation according to the design of the

contract transaction structure. Some trading contracts under the trading

structure require a continuous quotation service to calculate in real time

whether the margin accounts of both parties need to be covered/closed,

and to give timely warning notices. To this end, IPTs that provide continuous

quotation services will be strictly checked and monitored to ensure that

they can stably output continuous real-time services for platform users. To

provide continuous quotation/closing/early warning services, you need to

always pay attention to whether there are valid contracts in the block that

require warning/closing services.We will call the service QX, QX for now.

The operating mechanism is as follows:

1. QX provides various continuous and real-time services such as

registration, notification, real-time polling, and liquidation detection;

2. When QX receives new blocks and new transactions, it will check

whether the current block contains contract transactions that require early

warning and closing services, and then enter them into the local contract list;
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3. The QX node will query the third-party price in real time and compare it

with the warning and closing price of the local storage contract. If the

warning/closing conditions are met, the warning/closing will be performed

immediately;

4. In the form of deposit, increase the cost of malicious nodes, thereby

preventing the generation of malicious nodes.

1. The configuration system of rule thresholds, and quick launch such

as: variable sharing and rule sharing, A/B test, idling test function, offline

effect evaluation, etc.

2. The query system can query the application of each individual, trace

the application time from the current performance of the customer, and can

do some correlation analysis

3. The analysis system is generally automated. For example, it can track

the historical duration and IP address. It can also track the amount applied

for today and the amount blocked for each anti-fraud rule.

4. Early warning system, if abnormal phenomena are found, it can give

early warning at any time. For example, when a certain IP address, a

certain GPS, or a certain community is found, when its application volume

increases sharply, real-time warning can be realized, and at this time,

manual intervention can be made in time to modify the rule engine.
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The decision engine system is the core system, which is equivalent to

the human brain. There are many decision engine systems on the market.

It seems simple, but the underlying technical framework is very difficult,

so it is difficult for a company with average R&D strength to make it, it

needs continuous iteration, and the time, manpower and cost are high. Take

ZhongAn Technology's decision-making engine as an example: it mainly

includes seven major pieces of content. Product management, object

management, list management, rule base management, business

monitoring, manual review, and account management. Among them,

manual review and business monitoring (belonging to the early warning

system in anti-fraud) are their accompanying functions. The advantages of

the decision engine: high efficiency, Fast, stable, comprehensive, and more

importantly, it supports multiple product lines.

1. From the configuration of data sources to the deployment of rules

and models (A, B, C scorecards), from testing and publishing rules and

models to real-time business monitoring, all can be achieved through the

decision engine interface operation;

2. Supports different rule configurations for pre-, mid-, and post-

scenarios. Rules mainly include scorecards, decision tables, decision trees,
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expressions, and rule flows. Supports exporting defined product policies

into text.

3. All the set rules can be synchronized to the rule base. After the rules

are saved, they can be managed in the rule base uniformly, and the rules

can be reused;

4. The champion/challenger/validation rule group section provides a

way to test new rules before they are released, and can set the review

weights in different rule groups. Each rule group has a version management

system, a new version will be generated after each change, and the

previous version will be retained, and can be switched later (rule flow);

5. Factor management in object management includes two parts: factor

and function. Factor management can add and modify fields, you can

manually add and modify one by one, and you can also import fields in

batches through an excel sheet that conforms to the format. Functions only

provide permissions for viewing and use in rules;

Model management platform: Including the overall modeling process,

model comparison, parameter adjustment, model testing, model release,

model monitoring, etc., released to the decision engine system, one-click

online. For some companies with weak modeling capabilities, there are

many basic and common algorithm models (decision trees, logistic
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regression, random forests, SVM) embedded in them. Just offline cleaning

of sample data, data processing can directly generate models. PS: The

decision engine supports the online model of the linear model, which is not

convenient for the linear model or nonlinear model with many variables. At

this time, it is usually called in the form of an interface. Some decision

engines do not have this function.
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The encrypted collectibles designed based on NFT are similar to

CryptoKitties, and there are many other expansion directions for encrypted

collectibles, such as art collection. We can save the contracts, copyrights,

patents and other information that need to be stored on the blockchain in

the form of NTF, which is convenient for subsequent updates, circulation,

transactions, etc. When its owner wants to sell, he only needs to simply

issue the mark information of this NFT to declare the authenticity of the

work and his own ownership of the work. At the same time, this certification

is digitally traceable, because the art assets are Ownership is recorded on

the blockchain, which can prevent forgery and fraud of artworks while

ensuring the legitimacy of transactions.

If I have a ticket to a superstar concert and you have an e-ticket for

basketball, they are the same type of item but represent completely

different values. Due to the characteristics of non-tampering and

traceability, the blockchain and the depository have a natural combination,

and the depository has therefore become one of the typical scenarios of
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blockchain applications. Blockchain certificate storage is suitable for all

business scenarios that require storage, verification, and evidence

collection, especially when it is necessary to solve multi-party trust

problems or obtain judicial supervision licenses. At the same time, the

identity verification after the digitization of tickets can also prevent fake

tickets and scalper tickets, so electronic ticketing is an industry that NFT

can transform.

We can apply NFT to identity authentication to achieve a full record of

personal behavior. For example, obtaining a non-tradable NFT as a birth

certificate, passport, and certified personal driver's license, etc. Although

the NFT is not tradable, it is possible to achieve interactive identity

verification through permission control. We can verify the identity of a

person when recruiting NFTs

To inquire about his college diploma, apply to see the doctor's identity

information to verify his qualifications when seeing a doctor, etc.

Authentication tokenizes the person, keeping a record of all attributes and

behavioral histories.

Using NFT, the real-world contracts, documents and other information

are stored on the chain in a decentralized manner to prevent forgery and
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facilitate traceability. At the same time, the authenticity and validity of

documents are proved by means of electronic signatures, certificates and

other technologies. Electronic deposit certificates can effectively realize the

electronicization of intellectual property rights, copyrights, copyrights and

other values, and the transaction characteristics endowed by NFT can

enable these values   to be directly traded on the blockchain, which

facilitates the circulation of values.

Music NFTs are a particularly important type. As a low-key NFT type for

2021, music NFTs are considered the most illuminating touchstones for

blockchain technology in promoting co-creation of intellectual property and

co-ownership. The data of the "2020 Chinese Musicians Report" shows that

the income of Chinese musicians from digital music platforms or short video

live broadcast platforms is on the rise, but the music income of musicians is

still at a low level. The data shows that 52% of the musicians have no

music income, and 24% of the musicians' music income accounts for less

than 5% of the total income. WEB3.0 has reshaped the economic model of

the music industry. First, music creators skip layers of middlemen and face

fans directly. Second, the form of NFT is unlimited and very flexible. People

decide for themselves.
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As luxury brands pay more and more attention to the young market, the

new generation of young consumer groups born in the digital age, their

brand preferences, consumption habits, and information reception channels

are completely different from the luxury consumer groups in the past. In the

past few years, we can see that the marketing logic and marketing plans of

the once-established luxury brands are increasingly inseparable from topic

and traffic bundling. The futuristic and technological sense that NFT brings

to millennials has made them a well-deserved topic maker. At the end of

2021, the NFT launched by Adidas successfully attracted 23 million US

dollars. After the "Louis: The Game" NFT game launched by LV was

launched in mainland China, it quickly squeezed out "Honor of Kings",

which has dominated the list for a long time, and became the most popular

game in China.

The most downloaded game app on the App Store. However, as most

players do, it is the drunkard's intention not to drink. Most of the players

who downloaded the LV game did not come to have more fun in the game

itself, but to get the 30 NFTs of LV.


